
Purpose of Cookie Cookie Name First or Third Party Lifespan 
Necessary __cfduid The cookie is set by CloudFare. 

The cookie is used to identify 
individual clients behind a 
shared IP address and apply 
security settings on a per-client 
basis. It does not correspond to 
any user ID in the web 
application and does not store 
any personally identifiable 
information. 

1years 19days 
15hours 33minutes 

Necessary QWebServer Load balancing No Expiration 
Analytics _gcl_au This cookie is used by Google 

Analytics to understand user 
interaction with the website. 

1years 19days 
16hours 59minutes 

Advertisement uid This cookie is used to measure 
the number and behaviour of 
the visitors to the website 
anonymously. The data 
includes the number of visits, 
average duration of the visit on 
the website, pages visited, etc. 
for the purpose of better 
understanding user preferences 
for targeted advertisements. 

1years 19days 
19hours 9minutes 

Analytics _ga This cookie is installed by 
Google Analytics. The cookie is 
used to calculate visitor, 
session, campaign data and 
keep track of site usage for the 
site's analytics report. The 
cookies store information 
anonymously and assign a 
randomly generated number to 
identify unique visitors. 

1 years 20days 
8hours 21minutes 

Analytics _gid This cookie is installed by 
Google Analytics. The cookie is 
used to store information of 
how visitors use a website and 
helps in creating an analytics 
report of how the website is 
doing. The data collected 
including the number visitors, 
the source where they have 
come from, and the pages 
visited in an anonymous form. 

1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 

Analytics _gat_UA-
7751852-30 

These are performance cookies 
which we use to collect 
information about how our 
visitors use the website. We 
use this information to compile 
reports and to improve the 
website experience. The 
cookies collect information such 
as: the number of visitors to the 
website, where visitors have 
come from and the pages they 
visited. 

1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 



Analytics _gat_UA-
7751852-31 

These are performance cookies 
which we use to collect 
information about how our 
visitors use the website. We 
use this information to compile 
reports and to improve the 
website experience. The 
cookies collect information such 
as: the number of visitors to the 
website, where visitors have 
come from and the pages they 
visited. 

1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 

Advertisement _fbp This cookie is set by Facebook 
to deliver advertisement when 
they are on Facebook or a 
digital platform powered by 
Facebook advertising after 
visiting this website. 

1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 

Advertisement fr The cookie is set by Facebook 
to show relevant 
advertisements to the users 
and measure and improve the 
advertisements. The cookie 
also tracks the behaviour of the 
user across the web on sites 
that have Facebook pixel or 
Facebook social plugin. 

1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 

Advertisement popup-fc The cookie is set by Facebook 
to show relevant 
advertisements to the users 
and measure and improve the 
advertisements. The cookie 
also tracks the behaviour of the 
user across the web on sites 
that have Facebook pixel or 
Facebook social plugin. 

1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 

Functional cookiebar Internal site use, acknowledges 
cookie compliance and hides 
popup 

1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 

Other QWebServer Internal use - load balance 1years 19days 
14hours 51minutes 

Other AWSALB AWSALB is a cookie generated 
by the Application load balancer 
in the Amazon Web Services. It 
works slightly different from 
AWSELB. 

1years 19days 
14hours 

Other AWSALBCORS AWSALBCORS is a cookie 
generated by the Application 
load balancer in the Amazon 
Web Services. 

1years 19days 
14hours 

Functional QWebServer Internal use - load balance 1years 19days 
14hours 

Analytics 
IQver 

This is added by IntentIQ for 
tracking 

1years 20days 8hours 
21minutes 

Analytics 
intentIQ 

This is added by IntentIQ for 
tracking 

1years 20days 8hours 
21minutes 

Analytics 
intentIQCDate 

This is added by IntentIQ for 
tracking 2years 

Advertisement 
IDE 

Used by Google DoubleClick 
and stores information about 

1years 20days 8hours 
21minutes 



how the user uses the website 
and any other advertisement 
before visiting the website. This 
is used to present users with 
ads that are relevant to them 
according to the user profile 

Performance __utma 

This cookie is set by Google 
Analytics and is used to 
distinguish users and sessions. 
The cookie is created when the 
JavaScript library executes and 
there are no existing __utma 
cookies. The cookie is updated 
every time data is sent to 
Google Analytics. 

1years 19days 
14hours 50minutes 

Performance __utmc 

The cookie is set by Google 
Analytics and is deleted when 
the user closes the browser. 
The cookie is not used by ga.js. 
The cookie is used to enable 
interoperability with urchin.js 
which is an older version of 
Google analytics and used in 
conjunction with the __utmb 
cookie to determine new 
sessions/visits. 

1years 19days 
14hours 50minutes 

Performance __utmz 

This cookie is set by Google 
analytics and is used to store 
the traffic source or campaign 
through which the visitor 
reached your site. 

1years 19days 
14hours 50minutes 

Performance __utmt 

The cookie is set by Google 
Analytics and is used to throttle 
request rate. 

1years 19days 
14hours 50minutes 

Performance __utmb 

The cookie is set by Google 
Analytics. The cookie is used to 
determine new sessions/visits. 
The cookie is created when the 
JavaScript library executes and 
there are no existing __utma 
cookies. The cookie is updated 
every time data is sent to 
Google Analytics. 

1years 19days 
14hours 50minutes 

Advertisement 

test_cookie 

This cookie is set 
by doubleclick.net. The purpose 
of the cookie is to determine if 
the users' browser supports 
cookies. 

1years 19days 
14hours 50minutes 

 


